Subject: Application to join EOSC AISBL by <<Institution>>

To whom it may concern:

<<duly authorised representative>>, <<position in the institution>> of the <<institution full name>> (hereinafter <<institution acronym>>).

Expresses the interest of the <<institution acronym>> to be admitted as a [Choose one: mandated member for <<country>>, member or observer] of the EOSC AISBL (European Open Science Cloud Association internationale sans but lucratif). The <<institution acronym>> embraces and endorses the vision of the EOSC AISBL association, fully subscribes to its statutes and will respect the decisions taken from the governing bodies of the association.

The <<institution acronym>> nominates <<name of the delegate>> as its representative in the association.

Yours sincerely,

<<signature here>>

<<duly authorised representative>>

<<position in the institution>> of the <<institution acronym>>